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Since 2007, we have observed over the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) a succession of
summers with record surface melt rates (Tedesco et al., 2008a,b, 2011; Rignot et al.,
2011; Box et al., 2012; Hanna et al., 2012) coinciding with minimums in the Arctic sea
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Since 2007, there has been a succession of surface melt records over the Greenland
Ice Sheet (GrIS) in continuity of the trend observed since the end of the 1990s towards increasing melt. But, these last two decades are characterized by an increase
of negative phases of the North-Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) favouring warmer and drier
summers than normal over GrIS. In this context, we use a circulation type classification
based on the daily 500 hPa geopotential height to evaluate the role of the atmospheric
dynamics in this surface melt acceleration since 20 yr. Due to the lack of direct observations, the interannual melt variability is gauged here by the summer (June-July-August)
mean temperature at 700 hPa over Greenland; analogous atmospheric circulations in
the past show that ∼ 70 % of the 1992–2011 warming at 700 hPa over Greenland has
been driven by changes in the atmospheric flow frequencies. Indeed, the occurrence
of anticyclones in surface and at 500 hPa centred over the GrIS has doubled since the
end of 1990s which induces southerly warm air advection along the Western Greenland coast and over the neighbouring Canadian islands. These changes in the NAO
modes explain also why no significant warming has been observed these last five summers over Svalbard, where northerly atmospheric flows are more frequent than before.
Therefore, the recent warmer summers over Greenland, Ellesmere and Baffin Islands
can not be considered as a long term climate warming but are more rather a consequence of the NAO variability impacting the atmospheric heat transport. While no
global model from the CMIP5 database projects consequent changes in NAO through
this century, we can not exclude that these changes in NAO are due to global warming.
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ice cover (Serreze et al., 2007; Comiso et al., 2008). Except for 2009, the surface melt
and runoff over 2007–2011 summers is unprecedented in the last 50 yr reanalysisforced reconstructions (Van den Broeke et al., 2009; Fettweis et al., 2011b; Tedesco
et al., 2011; Hanna et al., 2012). Initial indications at the time of writing (mid-July 2012)
are that summer 2012 is following a similar near-record warm pattern. The recent melt
records are in agreement with the trend observed since the end of 1990s over GrIs
towards increasing melt (Mote, 2007; Fettweis et al., 2011b) which has been attributed
to increased atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration (Fettweis, 2007; Hanna et al.,
2008). This trend has also been observed in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago where
the 2005–2009 melt was four times greater than the 1995–2000 mean (Gardner et al.,
2011; Sharp et al., 2011; Fisher et al., 2012). But, paradoxically, no significant warming
has been observed since 2004 over Svalbard located 500 km to the east of the GrIS.
As a result, the increased mass loss rate observed from 1996 (Bamber et al., 2005)
was no longer observed after 2004, and more recent Svalbard elevation change has
been closer to balance (Moholdt et al., 2010).
This shows that the 2007–2011 warming recently observed over the GrIS did not
occur everywhere in the Arctic and was therefore partly driven by anomalies in the atmospheric dynamics impacting the heat transport (Graversen et al., 2008; Mote, 1998)
and notably by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the related Greenland Blocking Index variability, as pointed out by Chylek et al. (2004), Fettweis et al. (2011a), Box
et al. (2012) and Hanna et al. (2012). Indeed, the last five summers were characterized
by persistent negative summer NAO modes favouring warmer and more anticyclonic
conditions (drier) than normal over the GrIS (Box et al., 2012; Hanna et al., 2012) but,
conversely, normal conditions over Svalbard as we will see later.
Therefore in this paper, we evaluate the role of the atmospheric dynamics in the
1992–2011 melt increase over GrIS and more generally of the warming of the atmosphere just over the GrIS surface (here at 700 hPa) in summer with the help of
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– a flow-analogue method enabling us to estimate the part of the warming due to
changes in atmospheric dynamics: it does this by reconstructing the climate of
the last 20 summers with the help of analogue flows (i.e. similar tropospheric patterns) which occurred during the 1961–1990 summers. In theory, if we assume
that the more recent 1992–2011 warming was driven solely by changes in atmospheric circulation, an equivalent warming should be reconstructed by replacing
the current daily climate with that taken from the dates of analogous flows in the
past.
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– a Circulation Type Classification (CTC) extracting the main regimes of the midtropospheric general circulation. This allows us to show the changes in the atmospheric dynamics explaining the recent melt records over the GrIS.
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As shown in Fig. 1a, the June-July-August (JJA) meltwater production over the GrIS has
been increasing since 1995 and is without precedent in 1998, 2003, 2007, 2008, 2010
and 2011 compared with the last 50 yr. Over the last 20 yr (1992–2011), the amount
of melt doubled compared with 1961–1990. Results from the regional climate model
MAR (Fettweis et al., 2011b) forced by ERA-40 (1958–1978, Uppala et al., 2005) and
ERA-INTERIM (1979–2011, Dee et al., 2011) reanalyses from the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are used here because no observations
of meltwater production are available at the scale of the whole ice sheet. Only the
melt extent can be derived from satellite (Fettweis et al., 2011b; Hanna et al., 2012)
but, while melt extent and meltwater production are highly correlated (Fettweis et al.,
2006), melt extent cannot be used as a direct proxy of meltwater production. Indeed,
for the same melt extent, the amount of meltwater can be very different and depends
on the presence and extent of bare ice zones (which have a lower albedo and higher
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melt rate than melting snow) in the melt area. However, the ability of MAR to simulate
the melt extent has been shown in Fettweis et al. (2011b).
The MAR-based meltwater production variability is highly correlated (correlation coefficient of 0.93) with the JJA temperature at 700 hPa (T700) from the Reanalysis 1
(Kalnay et al., 1996) of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) averaged over an area cov◦
◦
◦
◦
ering the GrIS (70 W ≤ longitude ≤ 20 W and 60 N ≤ latitude ≤ 85 N). Here MAR is
forced by the ECMWF reanalysis. The correlation of the melt with JJA NCEP-NCAR
temperatures taken at other levels, including the ice sheet (near) surface temperature is less strong but still high (e.g. the correlation with the near-surface temperature
is 0.85). Clearly JJA T700 does not explain all the melt variability because the melt
amount is also affected by various factors including the winter accumulation, the snowpack behaviours induced by the previous summers and the snowfall occurring during
summer (Tedesco et al., 2011). However, the most positive JJA T700 positive anomalies (1998, 2003,...) are synchronous with record melt years simulated by MAR (see
Fig. 1a). Moreover, once normalized, the JJA T700 increase over the last 20 yr compares well with the melt increase. Finally, the daily variability of the temperature in the
free atmosphere (here at 700 hPa) is more dependant on the atmospheric dynamics
than the daily variability of the (near) surface temperature or melt which is impacted,
for example, by the presence or absence of fresh snow at the surface and the inertia of
the snowpack. This is why, we use T700 from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis as a proxy
for explaining the melt variability as it is independent of the MAR melt estimates, and
so in the following analysis we discuss the recent warming at 700 hPa over Greenland
instead of the surface melt increase.
In parallel with enhanced melt since the end of the 1990s, we observe an increase
of the JJA geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) and the JJA sea level pressure (SLP)
over the GrIS due to the increased occurrence of negative NAO phases in recent summers (see Fig. 1b). This means that the atmospheric dynamics in summer is currently
more anticyclonic (at both the surface and 500 hPa) over GrIS than 20 yr ago, and
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The automatic CTC method used here is adapted from the approach of Lund (1963) in
which each pair of days is characterized by a similarity index based on the daily Z500
and used afterwards to group days with similar circulations (Philipp et al., 2010). In the
original classification of Lund (1963), the correlation between the SLP surfaces is used
to evaluate the similarity between two days. Here, in view of the GrIS topography, it is
better to use the Z500 surfaces (Z700 can reach altitudes bellow the ice sheet top).
The correlation-based index treats two parallel but distant Z500 surfaces as similar
because they have the same pattern. However, if the Z500 surfaces are at different
heights, this means that the temperature of the troposphere below 500 hPa is different.
Therefore, these two Z500 surfaces will not have the same impact on the surface melt
and then, can not be considered as similar in our case. Hence our similarity index is
more rather a function of the euclidean distance between the two Z500 surfaces, which
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this favours warm air advection along the Western GrIS due to weaker Icelandic lows,
as shown in Fig. 2a and found by Hanna et al. (2012). Indeed, most of the significant
temperature increase have occurred along the western coast of Greenland and on the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago, while along the eastern coast – including the North Atlantic Ocean and Svalbard – the temperature changes are not statistically significant
(Fig. 2a).
The Z500, T700, SLP used here come from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis over 1958–
2011. To check the dataset dependence of our results, we produced similar figures
to Figs. 2 and 3 but this time based on the ECMWF ERA-40 (1958–1978) and ERAINTERIM (1979–2011) reanalyses – see Supplement – although it is noted that the
ECMWF-based time series (composed of two different reanalyses) is not homogeneous.
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The flow-analogue method, used here for estimating the JJA temperature anomalies at
700 hPa induced by the general circulation, is similar to the one from Vautard and Yiou
(2009) i.e. for each JJA day of the 1958–2011 period, flow analogues are selected in
a 30-day window centred on this given day but not in the same year. As for the CTC, our
similarity index (defined in the previous section) is used to select the most similar Z500
surfaces to a given day. Its value is chosen to have analogues in at least 10 different
summers to avoid an abnormal summer being “described” by another abnormal summer and so that the analogues properly represent the average climate corresponding to
a Z500 surface for a given date. With this aim, it is clear that the flow-analogue method
cannot represent exceptional climate anomalies. In addition, since the aim is to estimate the impact of the atmospheric dynamics on the last 20 yr melt variability over the
GrIS, analogues are only taken from 1961–1990 summers. The daily analogue T700
is then defined as the median of daily T700 from the analogue days. Using analogues
in at least 5 or 15 summers instead of 10, 20-day or 40-day window instead of 30-day
window, mean instead of the median of the analogue T700, daily anomalies instead of
raw values, analogues taken in the 1958–2011 summers instead of 1961–1990 does
not significantly affect our results, as shown in Supplement. The uncertainties given
in our analogues-based results were derived using the different configurations listed
above (see Table S1 in the Supplement).
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gives more weight to the height of the Z500 surfaces in our CTC. But, Fettweis et al.
(2011a) showed that the melt variability over the GrIS is driven more by the height
of the Z500 surfaces than their pattern. We refer to Fettweis et al. (2011a) for more
details about our CTC and the choice of our index. The only difference with Fettweis
et al. (2011a) is the domain which has been enlarged here to include Svalbard and
Ellesmere islands. In addition, instead of fixing to eight the number of circulation types
allowed in our CTC as in Fettweis et al. (2011a), this number has been chosen to three
here to only distinguish neutral, cyclonic and anticyclonic regimes.
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The three main atmospheric circulation regimes extracted by our CTC are shown in
Fig. 3 as Z500 anomalies in respect to the JJA Z500 mean. As Z500 depends on
the atmospheric temperature below 500 hPa, the pattern of the corresponding T700
anomalies in each circulation type is obviously correlated to the Z500 one while, as we
will show later, T700 does not drive our CTC. The main circulation types found by our
automatic CTC are a type (no. 1) near the JJA climatology induced by neutral NAO conditions; a cyclonic types (no. 2) induced by positive NAO conditions and an anticyclonic
type (no. 3) gauged by negative NAO phases. However, it should be noted that the last
type groups the non-classified situations and is consequently less homogeneous. In
average over the period 1958–2011, Type no. 1 occurs 49 % of the JJA time while only
19 % of JJA daily circulations is classified as anticyclonic (Type no. 3).
For the mid-1960s to mid-1990s, both CRU and CPC JJA NAO indexes are on average positive (see Fig. 3b), indicating more frequent cyclonic circulations at the expense of anticyclonic regimes. Before 1965, slightly negative NAO conditions prevailed
in average, favouring anticyclonic types (see Fig. 3c), but those negative NAO phases
are insignificant compared with those occurring since 2000. Indeed, over the two last
decades, there was a significant increase from 15 % to 40 % (respectively decrease)
of the anticyclonic Type no. 3 ( respectively Types no. 1 and no. 2) favouring warmer
conditions over Greenland and in particular along its western coast where warm air
masses were advected from the south by the anticyclone, in full agreement with Fig. 2.
However, since the atmospheric temperature impacts the geopotential height, the increase of occurrence of Type no. 3 could be an artefact driven by the atmospheric
temperature increase over the last 20 yr. But, on the one hand, Fig. 1d shows that such
a temperature increase occurs for each type of the CTC indicating that the variability
of our circulation regimes is independent of the current warming. On the other hand,
the same CTC based on SLP instead of Z500 shows that there is also an increase
of anticyclonic conditions at surface, which favoured warmer atmospheric conditions in
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By using the flow analogues technique, we can evaluate the part of the currently observed warming over GrIS which is induced by anomalies in atmosphere dynamics
independently of the anthropogenic radiative forcing. At a daily time scale, the Z500
surfaces and the corresponding Z500 analogues-based ones compare very well over
1992–2011, which validates our flow analogues technique. Indeed, if we average the
Z500 surfaces over the area (described earlier) covering the GrIS and if we choose the
Z500 analogues by using a similarity index computed only on this area, the correlation
is 0.99 for a RMSE of 13.2 m knowing that the daily standard deviation is 74.2 m. We
refer to the Supplement for a comparison in two dimensions (see Figs. S5 and S6).
Such an agreement shows that the Z500 surfaces from the last two decades are not
exceptional because analogues can be successfully found in the past. But let us remember that the occurrence of the anticyclone-like Z500 surfaces during the recent
2007–2011 summers is exceptional, as shown in the previous sections.
For T700 still averaged over this area, the correlation with the daily analogues-based
T700 is 0.86 with a RMSE of 1.2 ◦ C for a standard deviation of 2.3 ◦ C over 1992–2011.
It is clear that the comparison is worse for T700 than Z500 since for a same Z500
surface, T700 can be very different depending on whether there is a low or a high
pressure at surface and on the temperature gradient in the airmass below 500 hPa. In
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West-Greenland (see Fig. S4 in the Supplement). Therefore, such an increase in the
occurrence of anticyclonic conditions (both at surface and altitude) is not an artefact
of our methodology and is in agreement with the statistically significant temperature
increase since the 1990s over Greenland and the neighbouring Canadian islands (see
the next section). Over Svalbard, the increasing occurrence of anticyclones centred
over Greenland favours northerly flows inducing temperatures rather near the normal
in agreement with Kvamsto et al. (2011) who showed that the highest temperatures
over Svalbard were reached at the beginning of the 2000s.
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addition, bearing in mind that the climate is currently warming due to the anthropogenic
radiative forcing, the T700 associated to a Z500 surface was generally lower 20 yr ago
than currently, according to Fig. 1d.
Figures 1e and 2b show the T700 increase induced by the changes in the general
circulation using analogues from 1961–1990. The pattern of Fig. 2a is well reproduced
by the analogues but the temperature increase is underestimated. Indeed, averaged
over Greenland and after having applied a 10 yr running mean, the analogues explain only 70 ± 5 % (resp. 65 ± 5 %) of the reanalysis-based 1992–2011 (resp. 1982–
2011) JJA warming at 700 hPa (see Fig. 1d) knowing that the linear trend of JJA T700
is 0.09 ◦ C/summer (resp. 0.05 ◦ C/summer). The global warming gauged here by the
global annual 2 m temperature from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis on which we have
also applied a 10-yr running mean represents 27 % (resp. 34 %) of the NCEP-NCAR
based 1992–2011 (resp. 1982–2011) JJA T700 linear increase. A similar ratio is also
found in the ECMWF reanalysis while this time series is not homogeneous over the
whole period (see Supplement). By adding the global annual 2 m temperature anomalies (in respect to 1961–1990) to the analogues based T700 time series, we explain
98 ± 5 % (resp. 100 ± 5 %) of the NCEP-NCAR based T700 warming. Without applying
a 10-yr running mean to the time series, the reconstructions explain 93 % (resp. 104 %)
of the NCEP-NCAR based T700 warming over 1992–2011 (resp. 1982–2011).
This fine agreement of our reconstructed T700 trends with the NCEP-NCAR based
ones shows that our analogues approach provides a realistic estimate of the warming
induced by changes in the general circulation independently of the anthropogenic radiative forcing. However, even if we are able to reconstruct the current trend of T700,
we are not able to explain all the T700 JJA variability at an annual time scale based on
T700 analogues from the past plus the global change. Indeed, since the state of the
atmosphere is unique every day, using analogues from the past for explaining the current climate has limitations and can not reproduce exceptional summers like the cold
summer of 1992 which resulted from the volcanic eruption of Mount Pinatubo (Abdalati
and Steffen, 1997; Box, 2002; Hanna et al., 2005).
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Our use of past analogues means we do not directly reconstruct the melt increase, and
the use of reanalysis instead of direct observations for detecting changes at 700 hPa
over Greenland may be regarded as perhaps somewhat questionnable (Screen and
Simmonds, 2011). However, in agreement with Graversen et al. (2008) and Hanna
et al. (2012), our results imply an important role of the general circulation in the forcing
recent GRIS record surface melt and runoff independently – to some degrees at least
– of global warming and Arctic amplification (Serreze et al., 2009). Nevertheless, these
recent changes in the circulation regimes could be an indirect consequence of climate
change.
Indeed, Overland and Wang (2010) and Jaiser et al. (2012) showed that the recently
observed sea ice retreat attributed in part to global warming (Serreze et al., 2007)
influences the NAO modes in winter. Nevertheless, Fig. 4 seems to suggest that global
warming projected by general circulation models (GCMs) from the CMIP5 (Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) database does not greatly impact the NAO
and general circulation in summer over Greenland as shown by Belleflamme et al.
(2012). While we observe a sharp decrease of the NAO index over the last 10 yr, only
one GCM (plotted in black in Fig. 4) projects such NAO negative values in future and the
CMIP5 ensemble mean (composed of 28 GCMs listed in Supplement) rather projects
a small NAO increase for both mid-range (RCP 4.5) and very pessimistic (RCP 8.5)
scenarios through this century (see Fig. 4). Therefore, just how the future circulation
regimes will be modified by ongoing climate change remains unclear and so this whole
area needs much further research. In addition, the recent changes towards a more
negative summer NAO are quite short-term in the climate context and could still yet be
attributed to the “natural” variability.
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With the help of a CTC, we have shown that anticyclonic conditions (at surface and in
altitude) gauged by negative NAO indexes are two times more frequent in the last summers over Greenland compared with the last 50 yr. These anticyclones favour warmer
conditions over Greenland and in particular along its western coast and the neighbouring Canadian islands (Ellesmere and Baffin), where they induce a northward flux,
as found by Hanna et al. (2012). Over Svalbard, the Greenland anticyclones tend to
rather instead induce a southward flux which explains why no melt record has recently
been observed in Svalbard unlike Greenland located 500 km away. By using a flow
analogues method, we have estimated the part of the 1992–2011 (resp. 1982–2011)
summer warming simulated by the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis at 700 hPa over Greenland induced by these changes in the general circulation to be 70 ± 5 % (65 ± 5 %).
The CMIP5 GCMs seem to suggest that these atmospheric circulation anomalies do
not result from the global warming.
The next step as future development is to study in more depth the impact of a warmer
climate on the general circulation as well as to evaluate the role played by the general
circulation in the current warming observed at the whole-Arctic scale (Graversen et al.,
2008; Serreze et al., 2009).
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Fig. 1. a) Normalized time series of the annual GrIS melt amount simulated by MAR (in red) and of the JJA T700 averaged over the area

Fig. 1. (Caption oncovering
next Greenland
page.)(70◦ W≤longitude≤20◦ W and 60◦ N≤latitude≤85◦ N) from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (in black). Finally, the solid
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lines show the 10-year running mean of the time series. b) Normalized time series of the JJA Z500 averaged over the area covering Greenland
(in blue), of the JJA SLP (in green), of the Z500 based NAO index (in red) from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and of the SLP-based NAO index (in orange) from the Climate Research Unit (CRU). Here the
sign of the NAO indexes time series has been changed to be consistent with the other time series. c) Evolution (in percentage) of the number
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Fig. 1. (a) Normalized time series of the annual GrIS melt amount simulated by MAR (in red)
and of the JJA T700 averaged over the area covering Greenland (70◦ W ≤ longitude ≤ 20◦ W
and 60◦ N ≤ latitude ≤ 85◦ N) from the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (in black). Finally, the solid lines
show the 10-yr running mean of the time series. (b) Normalized time series of the JJA Z500
averaged over the area covering Greenland (in blue), of the JJA SLP (in green), of the Z500
based NAO index (in red) from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and of the SLP-based NAO index (in orange) from
the Climate Research Unit (CRU). Here the sign of the NAO indexes time series has been
changed to be consistent with the other time series. (c) Evolution (in percentage) of the number
of occurrences of each circulation class shown in Fig. 3 for each summer from 1958 to 2011.
A 10-yr running mean is applied here. (d) Time series in ◦ C of the JJA T700 averaged over the
area covering Greenland (in black) and of the T700 averaged over the days contained in each
type of the CTC. Only 10-yr running means are shown here. Anomalies are relative to the 1961–
1990 baseline period. (e) Time series in ◦ C of the JJA T700 averaged over the area covering
Greenland (in black), of the analogues-based T700 (in blue) and of the analogues-based T700
plus the anomaly of the global annual NCEP-NCAR 2m-temperature (in red) compared with
the 1961–1990 mean.
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Fig. 2. a) The JJA T700 changes over 1992–2011 based on a linear regression using the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis. The areas where the
changes
are two
times T700
above the 1961–1990
JJA T700
standard
deviation are hatched.
A 10-year
mean has been
applied to the JJA
Fig. 2. (a)
The
JJA
changes
over
1992–2011
based
onrunning
a linear
regression
using the
T700 for smoothing the time series before computing the linear regression. b) The same as left but using the NCEP-NCAR-based T700
NCEP-NCAR
analogues.reanalysis. The areas where the changes are two times above the 1961–1990
JJA T700 standard deviation are hatched. A 10-yr running mean has been applied to the JJA
T700 for smoothing the time series before computing the linear regression. (b) The same as
left but using the NCEP-NCAR-based T700 analogues.
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type occurs is listed. Both Z500 and T700 fields come here from
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis.
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3. Top)
Thethe
Z500
average
over the days
into minus the JJA Z500
Fig. 3. (Top) The Z500Fig.
average
over
days
categorized
intocategorized
the 8 classes
the 8 classes minus the JJA Z500 average over the whole period
average over the whole period 1958–2011. The solid lines (Z500 < 5500 m) and the dashed
1958–2011. The solid lines (Z500 <5500m) and the dashed lines
lines (Z500 ≥ 5500 m)(Z500
plot ≥5500m)
the Z500
type-average.
For each
circulation
plot
the Z500 type-average.
For each
circulationtype, the proportion of
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toofthe
4968
daysinofa the
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the proportion
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show much
the same
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T700. The daily mean NAO
4968lower
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the 1958–2011
JJA months
is indicated
Below)
The lower panels
show much type
the same
but forisT700.
The Both Z500 and T700
index from CPC when
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from
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when
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fields come here from NCEP-NCAR reanalysis.
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Fig. 4. Time series of the JJA NAO index over 1960–2100. For the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (in
green) and the General Circulation Models (GCMs) from the CMIP5 database, the JJA NAO
index is estimated as the standardized (over 1961–1990) difference of the JJA mean sea-level
pressure between the Azores (27 W, 39 N) and South-West Iceland (22 W, 64 N). For the
CMIP5 GCMs, the Historical scenario is used for both recent (1960–2006) climate conditions
and future projections from 2006–2100 based on RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios (Moss et al.,
2010). The CMIP5 multi-model mean (composed of 28 GCMs) as well as the standard deviation
of the ensemble mean are plotted in blue (RCP 4.5 scenario) and orange (RCP 8.5 scenario).
Finally, the JJA NAO index from CPC is plotted in red for comparison.
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Fig. 4. Time series of the JJA NAO index over 1960–2100. For the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (in green) and the General Circulation Models
(GCMs) from the CMIP5 database, the JJA NAO index is estimated as the standardized (over 1961–1990) difference of the JJA mean sealevel pressure between the Azores (27◦ W, 39◦ N) and South-west Iceland (22◦ W, 64◦ N). For the CMIP5 GCMs, the Historical scenario
is used for both recent (1960–2006) climate conditions and future projections from 2006–2100 based on RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios
(Moss et al., 2010). The CMIP5 multi-model mean (composed of 28 GCMs) as well as the standard deviation of the ensemble mean are
plotted in blue (RCP 4.5 scenario) and orange (RCP
8.5 scenario).
Finally, the JJA NAO index from CPC is plotted in red
◦
◦
◦ for comparison.
◦
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